The purpose of research is to reveal the image artistic features in the early twentieth century prose of the Hutsul culture – musical instruments and fingering, as well as the types of Hutsul dance. It is proved by the authors that they are the exponents of the regional national culture and can influence the inner world of a Hutsul. The methodology of research is based on the application of ideological, thematic, problematic, hermeneutic and semantic approaches. The scientific novelty is that for the first time the role of the Hutsuls' musical culture in the formation of their national outlook has been analyzed from the scientific point of view.

**Conclusion.** It has been proved by the authors that the Ukrainian writers, using the elements of the Hutsul culture on the pages of their fiction, presented the Hutsul region as an area with its specific authentic culture. The writers noted the desire of the characters to exhibit their own temper and a special way of communicating with the world. The Hutsul text with the presentation of musical instruments and the Hutsul dances as a regional invariant contributed to creating the readers' view of the specificity of the Carpathian region and at the same time positioning of its inhabitants as the representatives of the Ukrainian nation.
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Problem statement. The full comprehension of the Hutsul national culture through the understanding of a Hutsul text is due to the description of Hutsul musical instruments, their play, influence on the inner world of the Hutsul, and the special connection that existed between the instrument and man in the Hutsul region made by various authors. Among the hutsul instruments, that are mentioned on the pages of the Hutsul texts of the first third of the twentieth century, writers pay the greatest attention to the Hutsul reed pipes (floyaras, duduks, zubivkas) and trembitas. In fiction works the sopilka is played by many characters. The description of the floyara playing promotes a deeper understanding of the philosophy of the soul of an average hutsul. Such fiction characters as Ivan Paliychuk from the «Shadows of forgotten ancestors», Oleksa Dovbush and Dmitry Marusyak by Khotkevych, Oleksa Mironyuk by Lesia Verhovynkia, shepherd Semen from «The flames from the valley» by Yu. Shkrymelyak, Dmytro Tsokan from «Mountains speak» by U. Samchuk and others cannot imagine their lives without that instrument.

Therefore, the purpose of the study is to bring light to the imaginative features of the description of such elements of Hutsul culture as musical instruments and playing on them, as well as types of Hutsul dance, in the prose fiction of early twentieth century.

Outline. The perception of the national culture of the highlanders is created through the reproduction of musical instruments’ sounds at the pages of fiction. The authors emphasize that playing on such folk instruments, as floyar (sopilka), is a permanent attribute of the sense of identity for a hutsul, an evidence of harmonious unity with the world of the Carpathians. The description of a sopilka playing by Olekxi Mironyuk at the moment of farewell to his homeland is incorporated into the short story of Lesia Verhovynka «On the Polonynina» to show such a spiritual affinity of the Hutsul and the natural world of his land.

«Close and faraway mountain tops were listening and wondering. As they have never heard such a marvelous music. — What is that? How can this little wooden reed pipe be filled with such a trepidatious sadness, and such a passionate love?.../ Oleksa was standing at very top of Hoverla, tall and slender, like a young fir, and scattering parts of his soul over the green vertices» [1, 184]: The feelings of his soul are close to the sounds of sopilka, through which he communicates his pain and suffering in a moment of farewell to Hutsul region to the world.

Often, in the text where the sopilka play is described, the author also mentions a Hutsul singing, kolomyika. A special role of hutsul singing in a hutsul perception of the world is transmitted in the novel «The Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors» by M. Kotsyubinsky: «Marichka responded to the flute like a wood pigeon hen to a cock by singing songs. She knew a multitude of them. She could not have said where they came from. They seemed to have rocked in the cradle or splashed about in the bath with her. They were born in her breast the way wild flowers spring up in a hayfield or firs grow on mountain slopes. No matter what her eye rested on, no matter what happened—a sheep strayed, a lad fell in love, a girl was unfaithful, a cow took sick—everything was poured into a song, as light and simple as the mountains in their primeval life»[4, 212 – 213].

Performing singing, as well as playing musical instruments is a natural necessity for characters: the whole aspect of their sense of purpose in life is incorporated into it. So there is a good reason for bringing the element of a song, composed by the beloved of Ivan Paliychuk, which he reproduces in his mind as a testimony of fidelity to the feelings, throughout the whole plot.

The spirit of the gutsul singing heard by G. Tsbinden was caught in his «Journey to the Hutsul Mountains»: «I could not easily catch the melody of the song. It can’t be compared to any other known dance melody. The richness of the half-tones tints it with an oriental character... This monotony of a rhythm together with a high-tone melody has a strange magic power that breaks, speaks, enchants... These songs are like thoughtful and passionate embroidery colors. They are composed of seven iamb, and they are sung fast,
with a slight tone decline on an accelerated tone of the last iamb» [11, 260]. The elements of the songs that present Hutsul region in a text and promote the reproduction of the authentic Hutsul culture on the pages of fiction are found in the prose and dramatic works by Lesia Verhovynka, V. Gzhytsky, K. Malitska, G. Khotkevych, Mark Cheremshina, Iu. Shkrumelyak and others, as well as in poems by O. Vilshina, V. Kobilyansky, B. Lepky, M. Marfiievich, S. Tverdohlib, I. Franko and others. By showing this element of the Hutsul world, the writers brought the reader closer to understanding of the features of the mentality of hutsul, which is close to Ukrainian, but at the same time is characterized with its own authentic features.

The authentic attribute of Hutsul culture, described in the text of fiction about Hutsul region, is a large number of Hutsul dances. «As one of the forms of communication, dance helps to understand the mood of people, their feelings and ideas, which are manifested by music, rhythmic movements, facial expressions, clothing, choreographic expressions» [2, 29]. In fiction, Hutsul region is described by using references to such Hutsul dances as Arkan, Hutsulka, Kolo, Kolomyika, and others. In the process of creating of the literature works and references to the types of Hutsul dances, Ukrainian writers of that time were basing on ethnographic works already known by the time of creating. Those were works by D.I. Vagilevich [15], K.V. Vuitsitskii [16], B. Gakke [13], Ia. Holovatskii [14], O. Kolbergat etc., as well as valuable information on the Bukovynian hutsuls’ dances by Iu. Fedkovych [8].

In a way similar to using of the hutsul dances’ descriptions in fiction, folk hutsul dances were studied and described by V. Shukhevich [12], S. Vincenz, G. Tsbinden. In particular, the last researcher in his «Traveling on the Hutsul Mountains» in a literary manner reflects the process of the Hutsul dance performance as a joint action, in which every participant plays a certain role.

In fiction of the first third of the twentieth century, the description of the Hutsul dance or its elements, the correspondence of the dance movements to the inner sense of the person-performer of the dance, rhythm, melody are reflected by M. Kotsyubinsky in the «Shadows of forgotten ancestors» (description of the dance performed by Chugaystr and Ivan). U. Samchuk «The Mountains speak» (description of the dance by Pavel Tsokan and Mariyma), H. Hotkevich in the play «Hutsul year» (description of the arkan performance), Miroslav Kapiy in «The Country of Blue Orchids» (description of Marichka Kalenichenko’s dance), etc. Each writer tried to use of authentic Hutsul material in the most perfect way. However, due to the lack of certain scientific studies, using only one ethnographic material, they often erased or misidentified the elements of dances, or dances were not clearly associated with a particular name. Using different ways of processing of the ethnographic material, they proceeded from the intent to present the Hutsul dance to the world as a national phenomenon that has its own specific features, that can both - fascinate the spectator and surprise him with its unusual character (for example, a description of the dance of Chugaystr and Ivan Palychuk in «Shadows of forgotten ancestors» by M. Kotsyubinsky). However, sometimes writers were critical about using of Hutsul folk dance elements in their works. Thus, H. Hotkevich’s critique of the description of the Hutsul dance used by M. Kotsyubinsky can be a testimony of a fairly rigorous attitude to the ritual events, funs, and descriptions of Hutsul dances. As to the reinterpretation of the dance by Ivan Palichuk and Chugaystr, Hotkevich ironically admits: «What was that? Was it the description of the dance? Which dance? Sure enough, the hutsul one! But, I swear, that M. Kotsyubinsky described command words for a dance called «arkan», which is a bandits’ dance and can be performed solely in a group /.../ that was crazy even to read about such a Chugaystr’s dance»[9, 6]. Therefore, H. Hotkevich in the play «Difficult» presents his own detailed description of this «lads» dance with shepherds’ axes. Describing in detail all the movements of the Hutsul dance arkan, the writer seeks to show that Hutsuls understand a dance as a special form of human communication with the outer world, evidence of reaction to events from the outside and coexistence with them, and that’s why the process of displaying dance movements is a process of creation of a «new world of symbols, the symbolism of the entire body, but not just symbolism of lips, faces, words, and some kind of mimicry and gestures that rhythmically move in the dance» [5,456].

The fundamental study on the features and varieties of the Hutsul dance was issued a few decades after the above-mentioned works were created [2]. The authors’ mistakes in reproduction and naming of individual elements of Hutsul dances are not worth any special attention, taking into account writers’ intention to present national peculiarities of Hutsul region in general. Indeed, Hutsul region, described in a literature, would not be fully perceived without adequate descriptions of the traditional Hutsul dances, which, in combination with music, was a surge and a manifestation of the Hutsul impetuous spirit, the inner mood of Hutsul, and hence the whole hutsul land. Regardless of the genre of the work, mention or description of the process of the Hutsul dance performance makes a great impression. An example of the interaction of the Hutsul soul with the natural world of the homeland can be seen in the description of the Hutsul dance by Marichka Kalenichenko from the fantastic story by Myroslav Kapiy «The Country of Blue Orchids»: «And the dance has begun. / That dance, beginning with hutsul clapping turned into the circle dances, which were performed for centuries by Marichka’s ancestors before the feast of Kupala; that dance Marichka built up in her mind, listening to the noise of Carpathian woods and streams of Cheremosh long time ago... / The dance in which the unspoken language of the Carpathian woods and the purl of a brook were heard, and this eternal mystery, which is preserved in the soul of the Hutsul tribe» [6, 264]. Unlike the detailed ethnographic description of the Hutsul dance by H. Khotkevych, M. Kapiy in his own way makes the audience feel the soul of Hutsul region, as well as the performer’s nostalgia for his homeland, which, under the circumstances of life, ap-
peared to be on another planet. The performance of the Hutsul dance for the character is a deepening into the soul of her homeland, a memory of its beautiful landscapes and a sense of harmony of her own soul, transmitted in external rhythmic movements.

Almost in every text that presents the artistic features of Hutsul region, there is one more musical instrument - trembita. According to I. Senkiv’s observation, trembita creates a unique color and aura of the Carpathian region. R. Kayndl in his study «Hutsuls»: «Their life, customs and folk stories» said, characterizing the appearance of the instrument: «This is about a three-meter long and narrow funnel, made of thin spruce plates and wrapped in narrow strips of the covering, more recently, also made of metal plates. This tool is used mainly for funerals and while being on mountain pastures» [3,21]. I. Senkiv instead drew attention to the purpose of trembita: «In winter, in the fast and after Easter, Trembita was silent. Instead, its loud melodies were in inextricable connection with all the solemn calendar holidays, mainly from Christmas to New Year. At St. George’s day, they were joyously informing of the arrival of the spring, as well as spoke of oncoming leaving for grazing fields at Polonynas. Day and night, the trembitas were played in the mountains: they were waking the shepherds early in the morning for the milking, as well as inviting them to dinner and overnight. Before the autumn, trembitas were played on the occasion of a divorce, farewell and return. Trembitas’ melodies were heard at baptisms, weddings and during joint work or in the event of someone’s death» [7, 270-271]. G. Tsbinden contributes to the main purpose of trembita with a specific description of the process of the wood search for its manufacturing: «Not every tree can trembita be made of. The tree must be struck with the lightning so that the voice of the thunder emerged from the trembita, and the bark for the dressing must come from a birch that grows above a wild stream so that the sound of the waves could be heard in its song» [11, 238].

And obviously, this unusual, but at the same time, very important musical instrument in the Hutsul life is mentioned in fiction, in its strong connection with certain situations or ceremonial actions, and necessarily with the mention of a close mental connection with the natural world. The voice of trembita can be heard on the pages of “Hutsul” fiction by Lesia Verhovynka, M. Mattiv-Melnik, V. Gzhytsky, M. Kotsyubinsky, V. Sambuch, M. Koltusyanyak, I. Sinyuk, I. Franko, D. Harovyuk, P. Shekerik-Donikov, Yu. Shkrumelyak, Mark Cheremishlyna and others. However, the greatest number of references to the role of trembita in the life of Hutsul region is available in «Hutsul» by H. Hotkevich. He uses various interpretations of the description of the appearance of trembita, or the reaction of listeners to this musical instrument’s playing, or even devotes one of the holy pictures to trembita. In the dramatic works about Hutsuls, the writer uses the description of this musical instrument through the perception of its sounds by Hutsuls. For example, in the «Hutsul year», the sound of trembita is heard several times. At the first time, the playing is an evidence of the character’s hope for the happy future. The second time, trembita is used during the description of the funeral ritual – «Posizhinnia» to create a picture of the last sound, which heralds the completion of the earthly existence of the Hutsul: trembita is played during the burial of the wife of Ivan – the moody and bad-tempered Paraska.

In the text of «Dovbush», the impression of the play of folk instrument is presented by H. Hotkevich through the consciousness of the young Oleksa Dovbush, who is filled with amazement while listening to the trembita and philosophically reflects on the magic of it. At the same time, along with the character’s reflections on the meaning of life, the author, by grading rhetorical requests, seeks to understand the meaning of expressing the soul of the Carpathian region through a melody that flows from the instrument: «What’s in there, in the melody? Nothing. Few notes. It is as simple as the mountain landscape. One line, two lines are forming shape... But... whoever you are, once getting a sight of the mountain line, you would never forget it. And you will always trip down a memory line of that fresh, but desolating recollection of how you have to leave this beauty to never see that again. The same with shepherds’ trembitas. Their melodies are simple, having few sounds, but, then, why do they strike such a deep chord in the heard? Why happiness and sadness come to you with those sounds, and a frisson covers body as a sign of a highest delight? » [10, 74].

Thus, the author seeks to prove that the voice of trembita is the soul and the unique aura of the Carpathian Mountains, the visual impression of which is complemented by the sounds of melodies of this fascinating instrument. His philosophical reflections on the mental relationship of trembita and Hutsul region were transmitted by the «Trembita» essay, where he, from the standpoint of an external observer, seeks to look into the soul of the region, studying his own impressions of the trembita playing.

In the essay by H. Hotkevich, trembita acts as a musical symbol of Hutsul region. After all, in order to capture in his own mind the peculiarities of the Hutsul world, the author deliberately captures by his creative imagination those images-concentrators which are able to present the region, to recreate a specific Carpathian aura and bear its sacred content. In this way, in the opinion of the author, trembita is the symbol, the bearer of the sacredness of Hutsul region: «This is an ancient gift of past highlanders to their descendants; this is the unity of generations. Trembita was played here, in these mountains, a thousand years ago. And as just in previous times the same mountains stood, and the creatures of the Mire (clouds) were moving just as slow, and the pale Cheremosh was as rancor above their heads» bring a sense of helplessness, that can’t be disturbed by any sound, to the author: «All the sounds have died, have sunk into a rustle of haze, and nothing will tear it apart or break it, as well as
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nothing can break free from it. You stand helpless inside of this silence and you are afraid to make a step: maybe there is an abyss under your feet...» [10, 88].

The author conveys the effect of a premonition of the event to the reader, and unexpected powerful and at the same time tumultuous sounds of trembita at the subconscious level contribute to setting the inner world of the reader in order to perceive information with the appropriate mood: «God, what a sad combination of sounds! It seems like somebody had knitted salty hutsul tears into a smallest stones and now plays with them in this white haze. And they bind again, and fly, fly, merge with the white sea, and become its inextricable part» [10, 89].

The main purpose of trembita is disclosed by H. Hotkevich, with a description of the moment of a natural death of an old Hutsul. Author thinks, that the sounds of this musical instrument is used to express the moment of honoring a man by the Hutsul family, as well as the whole hutsul community. Recognizing the artistic value of the musical symbol of the Hutsul region, the author tried to capture all the semantic components of the Hutsul world, which are helping to reveal a complete picture of the world of the region, conveying its national atmosphere.

Conclusion. Using the elements of Hutsul culture on the pages of their fiction, Ukrainian writers presented Hutsul region as an area with its own authentic culture. The writers noted the desire of the heroes to exhibit their own temper and a special way of communicating with the world. The Hutsul text with the presentation of musical instruments and the Hutsul dances as a regional invariant contributed to creating the readers’ view of the specificity of the Carpathian region and at the same time positioning of its inhabitants as the representatives of the Ukrainian nation. In its turn, the use of a Hutsul dance in the text is a manifestation of the mood of Hutsul region, its tempestuous energy, genetically encoded in unity with the whole natural world.

All of the authors, who included the description of the various hutsul dances in the context of «Hutsul» texts had noted the inner unity of Hutsul performing a dance with the world of the Carpathians. That is why at the beginning of the 20th century, in the Ukrainian, Polish, as well as the whole western cultural space, Hutsul region starts to acquire the features of a, so called, Ukrainian cultural «Atlantis». And those attractive peculiarities were not lost eventually, as well as the internal process of aesthetic «extraction» of values has not stopped.
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